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Introduction: 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Okay, good evening everybody. I think we're going to get started now. 
And yeah, Tansi, kinawow! Lorilee Wastasecoot nitisiyihkâson. Hello, how are you all doing? My 
name is Lorilee Wastasecoot, I'm the curator of On Beaded Ground and the Curator of 
Indigenous Art and Engagement at the Legacy Art Galleries. I would like to begin our event, 
Potlatch Punk and Contemporary Beading for On Beaded Ground by acknowledging with 
respect for the ləkY̫ əŋən peoples, on whose traditional territory the university stands, of the 
Songhees and Esquimalt Nation, as well as the W̱SÁNEĆ peoples whose historical relationships 
with the land continue to this day.  
 
I am Cree, and my family and ancestors come from Peguis First Nation, and York Factory in 
northern Manitoba, and I have been a grateful visitor here in Victoria since 2010. Thank you, 
everybody for attending our event this evening.  
 
I would like to begin our evening with just a few housekeeping notes to take care of before we 
get started. If you are having technical issues, let us know in the chat or send us an email at 
legacy@uvic.ca and hopefully we can help you out. Please note that this event is being 
recorded and you have the option to turn off your camera if that is your preference. Live 
captioning has been turned on for this event, you are able to turn captioning off by clicking the 
arrow next to the CC button on the bottom of your screen and choosing hide subtitles. If you 
have any questions for the artist, please enter them into the chat or raise your hand to speak. 
Gillian Booth who is our Legacy Curator of Academic and Community Programs will read out 
your questions from the chat or call on you to unmute yourself and you can ask your question if 
your hand is raised. And please keep yourself muted unless you're asked to unmute. 
 
So that is our housekeeping. So, the exhibition On Beaded Ground explores the essential role of 
Indigenous women's creative practices in the reclamation and renewal of culture, identity 
stories, and teachings. The beaded artworks in the exhibition carry stories. The material, 
methods of making, design, and functions of the beaded objects are languages that are 



particularly devised to transmit memories, legacies and narratives between people across time 
and space.  
 
I would like to begin by introducing the featured artists of our event, Potlatch Punk and 
Contemporary Beading, who will be sharing with us today. Whess Harman, Teresa Vander 
Meer-Chassé, and Audie Murray.  
 
Whess Harman will be presenting and sharing some slides about their work. Whess is Carrier 
Wit'at, a nation amalgamated by the federal government, which is under the Lake Babine 
Nation. They graduated from Emily Carr's University BFA program in 2014, and are currently 
living and working on the territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm, Skwxwú7mesh and Tsleil-Waututh as 
the Curator at grunt gallery. Their multidisciplinary practice includes beading, illustration, text, 
poetry, and curation. They use their practice as a way of interpreting questions of identity and 
relation-, and prioritize internal community dialogue over colonial frameworks. As a mixed race, 
trans non-binary artist, they work to find their way through anxiety and queer melancholy with 
humor and a carefully mediated cynicism.  
 
Our next artist that we'll be sharing after Whess is Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé, who is an 
Upper Tanana visual artist, emerging curator and MFA student. Teresa is a proud member of 
the White River First Nation of Beaver Creek, Yukon and Alaska. She resides part time on 
ləkY̫ əŋən territory with her partner Christopher. She holds a BFA from the University of Victoria 
in cultural anthropology, and is currently working towards her Master's in Fine Arts at 
Concordia University. Teresa learned to bead by watching and listening to her grandmother, 
Marilyn John, an upper Tanana Elder and residential school survivor. Not knowing the 
importance of cultural revitalization and preservation, Teresa's grandma encouraged her to 
start beading at a young age of eight. Teresa continues to engage in an ongoing mentorship 
with her grandma Marilyn, that now involves harvesting natural materials and learning her 
language, Upper Tanana Scottie Creek dialect. Teresa is a passionate artist and strongly believes 
in the importance of preserving her Upper Tanana culture, language, and art. Her work has 
been shown across Canada, the US, and Iceland, and she [has] works in the Yukon Permanent 
Arts Collection.  
 
Our next artist is Audie Murray, who is a multidisciplinary Michif artist raised and working in 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Treaty 4 territory. Her practice explores themes of duality, connectivity, 
healing, and growth. Working with specific materials, Murray reclaims and works through 
subjects related to the body, space, and relationships. She holds a visual arts diploma from 
Camosun College, and a BFA from the University of Regina. She is currently an MFA student at 
the University of Calgary. She has exhibited widely, including at the Alberta Art Gallery, 
Vancouver Art Gallery, and the Anchorage Museum. She is represented by the Fazakas Gallery 
in Vancouver.  
 
So, with that, I'd like to get into our discussion where each artist will introduce themselves and 
share some slides about their work in practice. I would like to start with Whess. 
 



Whess’s Presentation: 
 
Whess Harman: Hi, everyone. Thank you so much for coming. Thank you for the introduction, 
Lorilee, and for the- what are words? [laughs] Thank you for inviting me to this exhibition. I've 
definitely been having a lot of difficult times keeping up with the emails in this life, so I really 
appreciate all the patience of everyone who's included me in anything lately.  
 
Yeah, so the work that I have in the exhibition is a series of jackets, which I guess yeah, they're 
called the Potlatch Punk series. And it's been ongoing since 2014. So, I'll share a little bit of that 
and talk a little about each of those and just kind of like, where that work is going. I'll show 
some images that I haven't shared anywhere else yet. I'm going to start the PowerPoint, which I 
practiced, and know how to do, more or less. [laughs]  
 
[Whess begins screen sharing their PowerPoint slideshow.] 
 
“From Current Slide”, there we go.  
 
[Whess’s slideshow now takes up the full screen. The first slide is an installation image of the 
Potlatch Punk jackets installed in the Legacy Art Gallery Downtown for the On Beaded Ground 
exhibition] 
 
Okay, so these are the jackets as they're installed in the exhibition. There are four that are 
complete right now. Well, complete-ish, some of them are more works in progress. And that's 
kind of one of the nice things about this project is it has been an additive process over time. 
They all kind of take, I don't know, it's like, I know they're finished- 
 
[Clattering sound] 
 
That's my cat’s food dish. [laughs] 
 
I know they're finished when it just feels right. 
 
[Whess’s cat Chi begins walking across their desk.] 
 
 So, a couple of these, I would say are done. And then a couple are not.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows a detail image of the Tell Me About First Contact jacket. The jacket is 
pink and beaded with the words “Tell Me About First Contact” on the upper back of the jacket, 
and a UFO below.] 
 
The first jacket that I did was this one based off of some conversations that I had with my sister, 
just about science fiction and a lot of the films that we like. And I didn't put a ton of slides in 
here, but basically, the back patch is this big UFO and it was the first big piece I'd ever done, so 
skill wise, I don't think it's particularly amazing looking. But for someone who has- 



 
[Whess picks up their cat and places them on the floor.] 
 
Been teaching themselves how to do that, I'm pretty satisfied with it. At the top, you can see a 
text piece that says “tell me about first contact”, and the beading on that one was just like so 
much better to the point where I'm like, “I don't know why put these beside each other” 
because you can really tell the skill difference.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows the back of their Potlatch Punk jacket. It is a black jacket with the words 
“Potlatch Punk” written in beads across the back.] 
 
The second jacket I did, and this one I would consider complete, even though it's much more 
modest in how much there is on it. I did it at the Banff- during one of their Indigenous 
residencies in 2016. And we, it was 12 or 15 of us, and we were, Bear Witness was one of the 
facilitators at that residency and Tribe Called Red, now Halluci Nation, were having a concert in 
Calgary, and I didn't really have any party clothes, so during our beading nights, I really quickly 
put this jacket together as just a way to show up and not be confused as Cree. [laughs] 
 
[Whess’s screen shows the back of their Our Blood Runs the Redder jacket. The jacket is black 
leather, and the words “Our Blood Runs the Redder” are beaded with red beads on the back.] 
 
Then this is probably my favorite jacket. It's based off of-, the text on the back is based off of a 
song by Buffy Sainte Marie, ‘Our-‘ oh my gosh, it's a really long song title and now I'm blanking 
because everyone's listening. [laughs] Buffy is just one of those musicians who's just been in the 
game for so long and been working so much, and I don't think most people would classify her 
work as punk, but like her attitude, and the way she's worked, I think very much runs in that 
kind of ethos.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows the back of their Essay Jacket. The jacket is red with yellow text on the 
back.] 
 
This is a jacket that I made based off of an essay by Mary Ebert. And it was for an exhibition, it 
was rushed for an exhibition in Norway, where I was invited by a Sámi curator, who, I would say 
is like, a really hardcore feminist in many ways, and I just really wanted to, especially because I 
was traveling so far, and the jackets were traveling so far, I wanted to make a new work for 
them. When I got there, there's all these amazing Sámi artists as a part of the Sámi girl gang, 
who went to, there's a crafting school on Sápmi territory, where you can go and learn 
traditional craft, which is something I really, really wish we had somewhere in North America, 
for people to really learn the basics. And then from there, like be more creative with it, a lot of 
the work they were making during that exhibition were just really radical and incredible and 
interesting ways of interpreting traditional gákti styles in their work.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows cover of Making Space for Indigenous Feminism by Joyce Green with a 
quote from Mary Ebert’s essay in that book.] 



 
Yeah, that jacket in particular, usually, when I'm working, there's a certain amount of academic 
reading that I do, which I find hard to get through. So usually, when I'm taking notes, it's kind of 
like, trying to catch some of the stray thoughts that I have about it. But I don't know - if 
anyone's ever read this collection of essays, I'm actually not through all of it, even though I've 
been reading it for years. It's just some of the essays are so heavy. There's one in particular that 
talks a lot about the Gladue Case, which has recently - I don't want to say resolved, because I 
feel like these things are not really resolved in any way, but that particular case just has so 
many horrifying details within it, so making the jacket was kind of trying to reclaim part of 
myself from reading it, because I feel like doing that type of reading, even though it's academic, 
it really slams you emotionally. So, the quote in particular is what I drew from - the pull text for 
the back of that jacket. And generally, I recommend reading these, but like, take care of 
yourself while you're doing that.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows an installation photo of their piece body as a vessel/body as a blockade 
installed at Open Space, fall 2020.] 
 
So, a lot of the work that I do, and this is kind of moving into some of like, newer work that I've 
been working on, I do a lot of tech space work, and this was shown at the exhibition Land Back 
that was curated by Eli Hirtle, late last year, and this is painted right onto the wall. There's 
something about the ephemeral quality of that that I really like that you can only really get by 
being there in person and that's one thing about this exhibition that I really am missing is even 
though Victoria is so close to where I am here, it feels really far right now  
 
[Whess’s screen shows an installation photo of their piece skipping stones installed at the 
School of Art Gallery, 2021] 
 
Leading in to that I also have some work in the School of Art Gallery on Treaty 4 [territory] in 
Winnipeg. So, there's this weird thing that's happening with COVID, where we're all trying to do 
stuff still, which is really exhausting. And I think for artists, we've all kind of had to think about 
different ways that we're doing these things, and so this work was actually made into a vector 
file and then printed in vinyl and installed, and I haven't seen it in person. The other artists in 
the exhibition are incredible, and I really, really wish I could be there just to do all the normal 
things we do when we have group exhibitions.  
 
But thinking about that with the jackets, and thinking about how slow it is to make them, but 
how in demand. they've kind of felt. The more they get shown, the more people want to see 
them, which is really, really flattering. But they're also really slow to make like one's been over 
100 hours. And I - just between other projects that I do - like I do a lot of publishing projects, 
and all the work that I do at grunt, I don't have as much time to dedicate that way, which has 
kind of pushed me into this new work.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows scans of their Essay Jacket overlaid to create a new artwork.] 
 



I'm thinking about zines, and scanning, and reproducing. In this case, literally reproducing. I've 
been scanning all the jackets and making these compilation images, some of which will be 
printed onto fabric and then that fabric will be embellished into banners. This one I don't I don't 
know about yet.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows scans of the front of their Our Blood Runs the Redder jacket overlaid to 
create a new artwork.] 
 
But these ones made from the Our Blood Runs the Redder jackets, those I'm really excited 
about. So, these are just getting printed right now and then they will be- I'll be adding like 
buttons and fringe to reflect more of my Nation's traditional regalia.  
 
[Whess’s screen shows scans of the back of Whess’s Our Blood Runs the Redder jacket overlaid 
to create a new artwork.] 
 
But yeah, just really trying to think about these ideas of reproduction and demand, not just for 
myself, but in beading culture in general. Yeah, I think that's all I'll say for now. And I'll pass it on 
to I think Teresa's next? Thank you. 
 
Teresa’s Presentation: 
 
[Teresa begins to share her screen. Her slideshow shows an installation view of Teresa’s work in 
the Legacy Art Gallery Downtown as part of On Beaded Ground] 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Awesome. Thanks so much Whess, Dineh k’éh Ddhälh kït Nelnah 
shǫǫsı ̀.̨ Noodlee k’éh Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé shǫǫsı ̀.̨ Shnąą Tthì’ elgąy mǫǫsì’. Shnąą 
wunąą Gàan dànihtl’įǫmǫǫsì’. Tthee tsà niik tsành dih’teh. Niisüü dih’teh.Hi, everyone. My 
name is Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé. I say my Upper Tanana name is Ddhälh kït Nelnah. I'm a 
member of the White River First Nation of Beaver Creek, Yukon and Alaska. My family is 
separated by the international border. Beaver Creek is kind of the last stop that you'll visit if 
you're driving up the Alaska Highway and travelling to Alaska. Yeah, so I'm just want to say a big 
tsin'įį choh thank you to Lorilee for inviting me into this exhibition, I got very excited and I made 
a bunch of pieces for it. [laughs] So, this is just one quick shot of where some of my work is.  
 
[Teresa’s screen shows photos of her wearing her piece Shnąą Wueek outdoors. It is a beaded 
moose hide shawl.] 
 
This piece I made for my mom. It's a shawl for my mom. It's me wearing it, though. So, I live 
currently in Victoria, like Lorilee said, but my mom resides in the Yukon. And she's the lands 
negotiator for my First Nation. So, she deals with a lot of things like industry, so things like 
mining, think of any kind of industrial activity on land. So, she deals with that a lot. This work 
was created to represent our fight at an area called Coffee Creek. So, this is the creek on the 
back of the piece. And there's a mine that's been proposed very close to it, and if the mine goes 
through, it will be the largest in North America. So, we're currently fighting that and I represent 



this work for my mom as a thank you for all the hard work that she's been doing around this. 
She's a strong, very strong woman. And I always look up to her and I hope to be like her 
someday. So this work was part of my MFA but I also put it into the exhibition. 
 
[Teresa’s screen shows her piece Sisters. The artwork is a pair of beaded antlers with red 
flowers.] 
 
This piece is called Sisters. Lorilee wanted an antler piece from me, and this piece was done-, oh 
my goodness, this piece was done - I don't remember when 2018? It's a couple years old and it 
was a piece that I created alongside another piece, so there was another artwork that's in the 
Yukon Permanent Art Collection, and this is a sister piece to that. I talked a little bit here about 
the importance of sisterhood and the bonding. I also wanted to bring up the fact that a lot of 
Indigenous people on Instagram recently have had their posts about missing and murdered 
Indigenous women, girls and Two Spirit people removed from their stories recently. And so this 
work is called Sisters, because I'm talking about missing murdered Indigenous women and girls. 
 
[Teresa’s screen shows her pieces Birch Case and Subalpine Fir Case side by side. Each one is a 
case designed to hold a feather, and features a beaded birch tree and beaded subalpine fir tree, 
respectively.] 
 
Then I have a series of four beaded eagle feather cases, or feather cases, this feather here on 
the right with the subalpine fir is actually Raven feather. And I was gifted these feathers from a 
lady on Sointula or Malcolm Island, which is north - it's very close to Alert Bay. And I have kept 
them for years but didn't do anything with them until now. And I'm not very good at carving 
anything. So, I didn't make the traditional feather box that feathers are usually kept in instead, I 
made these kind of book-like pieces to keep the feathers and to protect them. I used kind of 
flora, plants and things like that from the Yukon specifically, and the left pieces of birch tree 
which is very, very important to me because I use birch in my art and my family has been using 
it for thousands of years. I also beaded the subalpine fir like I said,  
 
[Teresa’s screen shows her pieces Fireweed Case and Lupin Case side by side. Each one is a case 
designed to hold a feather, and features a beaded fireweed flower and lupin flower, 
respectively.] 
 
and Yukon’s classic flower, which is the fireweed, and a Lupin because it represents spring. I 
also added on to these pieces, [mouse circles over the sinew on both pieces] which you can 
barely see in these photos, processed backstrap sinew, so I processed this tendon into useable 
thread and this is the first pieces that I was actually able to use some of the thread in the work. 
 
[Teresa’s screen shows four of her pieces installed in the Legacy Art Gallery.] 
 
This is some more of the pieces that are in the exhibition. And I can walk through those.  
 



[Teresa’s screen shows her piece The Raven. The piece is a small black bird made of rubber 
pieces.] 
 
So, this is my little Raven buddy. I made him in 2018. Yeah, I just love him so much, I'll never 
give this little Raven up. He's made out of found blown tire remnants from the Alaska Highway. 
He's also created out of bicycle inner tubes. So, like when a bike tire blows and nobody has 
anything to do with the inner tube, it would have just been discarded. I collect those and I 
created and sewed this little guy together.  
 
[Teresa’s screen shows her pieces Rainbow and Horsepower side by side. Each artwork is made 
from a found hubcap that Teresa has beaded.] 
 
I also created two new hubcaps for this exhibition. So that was my first solo exhibition many 
years ago was a series of beaded hubcaps. These two were added. Just now, the rainbow piece 
here was partially done, but I knew when I presented it so many years ago that it wasn't 
complete. So, I was able to complete the piece and I'm very happy with how it turned out. And 
then the work on the right here [mouse circles around Horsepower photo] was my first time 
using horsehair in the hubcap pieces. Previously, I used only beads mostly with the hubcaps. 
This was the first time that I used a natural material with my hubcap. I still have a long way to 
go and to learn. But it was my first time adding it and I really enjoyed the use of natural 
materials with the hubcaps.  
 
[Teresa’s screen shows her piece Niisüü Disguised as Nàltsįį. It is a denim jacket with rubber 
feathers on the bottom and the back is beaded with gold beads.] 
 
And then finally, I have this jacket it kind of echoes Whess’ Potlatch Punk series, I found this 
jacket and I knew I wanted to relate it to my feather- to my little Raven buddy, and I added the 
same kind of feathers to the work.  
 
[Teresa’s screen shows the back of her piece Niisüü Disguised as Nàltsįį. The beaded portion is 
reflected in a mirror that is facing the audience.] 
 
This work is called Niisüü Disguised as Nàltsįį. Basically, Nàltsįį means that like Raven, or Crow 
Clan, and Niisüü is a different type of clan. I was raised as a Nàltsįį as Crow Clan, so I've always 
identified like that. But until recently, elders have told us that we're actually part of another 
group called Niisüü. And the Niisüü is not associated with an animal. The Niisüü are a people 
that survived devastation, war by building a raft and travelling down the river. So this little gold 
beadwork on the back of the work is representing that, it's kind of a little bit about identity 
here, but a common theme that you can see throughout all of my work is not only about 
identity and place, but it's also about repurposing. I have a deep desire and obsession with 
collecting junk and transforming it into something that is gallery worthy. And yeah, I think I'll 
leave it there and pass it on to Audie.  
 
 



Gillian Booth: Teresa, can I interrupt and ask a question from the audience? 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Sure. 
 
 
Gillian Booth: Yeah, someone would like to know how you attach the- oh sorry, Osden would 
like to know how you attach the beads to the hubcaps. 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: I used an adhesive. So, I use a sharped a stick on both ends, like a 
skewer stick. And I dip one end in the adhesive. And I make like a little line. And then with the 
other end of the stick, I place each bead individually. So, there's no thread involved. 
 
 
Gillian Booth: Thank you. 
 
Audie’s Presentation: 
 
[Audie’s screen shows a PDF of her presentation with text from her poem your hands will be 
guided visible.] 
 
Audie Murray: Okay, I'm just going to double check my screen, because I was having trouble 
earlier. [laughs] So this is my first image and then you should see a second image. 
 
[Audie’s screen stays the same.] 
 
No. 
 
[Audie stops sharing her screen.] 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: I only see the one image Audie. Okay. 
 
[Audie shares her screen again and the presentation is now working as expected. The text from 
her poem your hands will be guided is showing.] 
 
Yeah, that's great. 
 
 
Audie Murray: Okay, multiple images now. Okay, thanks, everyone, for your patience on that. A 
little bit of a, like a “Zoom curse”, I think. But, yeah, thanks so much to everyone that's here 
with us tonight, I'm really looking forward to being in conversation with Whess and Teresa, and 
I also want to say thank you to everyone at the Legacy Gallery that's put work into this 



exhibition, and especially Lorilee, I'm going to introduce myself a little bit more. So, I'm Métis 
and I grew up on Treaty 4 territory, and I'm currently working on Treaty 4 territory.  
 
My family is from like two different areas in Saskatchewan. So, my mom's from like Qu'Appelle 
Valley area, more specifically Lebret, which is like a very small community. And then my dad is 
from like, more mid province, Saskatchewan, from the Meadow Lake area. So, if anyone is from 
those areas up, let me know, maybe we're cousins. [laughs] I feel like I'm always meeting new 
cousins. [laughs] And I also feel like maybe I'm just rambling at this point.  
 
So, I'm going to talk about my work, and this work here is installed at the Gallery as vinyl text on 
the wall and I don't usually work with vinyl, or not vinyl, I don't usually work with text. So, when 
I was invited to do this exhibition, Lorilee asked me if I would be interested in including this 
written work as a piece of artwork in the exhibition and I thought that was a really good idea 
and was like, it was nice to kind of explore it in this way. I originally created this text as a 
response to a group exhibition that I was in a couple of years ago, which each artist was using, 
like beadwork as a sort of intervention on like ready-made objects. So, I wanted to respond to 
that work in a way that kind of like highlights the process of working with beads, both from my 
personal perspective, of course, but also from like a more- from a perspective which includes 
like teachings that I've learned through beadwork. So, it reads “As I create, the intention is not 
about how the labor will look, the intention is to be open, to receive lessons, to listen, every 
stitch is a message, every bead is a mentor, if you can learn to truly accept, you can find 
answers in dreams, you hear them from the earth, your hands will be guided.”  
 
[Audie’s screen shows an installation image of your hands will be guided with mukluks from 
Estrella Whetung in the foreground and beaded ancestor moccasins and cuffs.] 
 
This is an install of what the work looks like in the gallery. This forefront work is not mine, it's 
another artist, I can't remember their name right now. But yeah, I think the inclusion of these 
words really goes along with the other works that I have in the exhibition, and specifically, I 
think it's really important to kind of have this discourse around, I'm going to say beadwork 
specifically in this moment, but of course, just like any sort of, like, drawn-out long process of 
making, to have this conversation around how it's related to so much, like the circular kind of 
like understanding of the world, and like, the ways in which we create art, and how these 
categorizations are you know, not real, a lot of the times. And so, with this writing, I was 
interested in like, how we connect with dream space, ancestors and descendants, and also just 
with the world, in general.  
 
[Audie’s screen shows her piece Spider in the Cosmos installed in the gallery. The piece shows a 
beaded spider on a dark blue beaded background.] 
 
So, this next piece is called Spider in the Cosmos. And it's a beaded wall-hanging. It's done with 
this bead weaving technique which it's called a square stitch. It's really similar to a brick stitch. 
So, if you've ever made fringe earrings, it's like, essentially, that's the process. And, yeah, it’s a 
spider that is in the stars. And this image came about, or this whole work came about, from this 



dream I had. Which, you know, it was like, I use the word “dream”, but I think maybe English 
doesn't have like the right wording to properly describe the experience. But that being said, I 
am interested in this, like liminal, it's called- it's the liminal space between being awake and 
dreaming, and a lot of artists historically, kind of like work within this space to kind of better 
understand their practices. So, yeah, it's definitely inspired by that, and I wanted to kind of like 
take that experience, and use this process of beading to kind of create a gift, or a thank you to 
those images that I was able to spend some time with. And also, when I started researching 
more about spiders, and the cosmos, specifically, like through a Cree lens, I came across stories 
told by Wilfred Buck, who is really amazing, and shares a lot of teachings around the cosmos, 
from like, an Indigenous perspective. And there is like the Pleiades, the Seven Sisters, there's a 
story around that. I mean, of course, many nations have stories around the Seven Sisters, but 
like thinking specifically about the story shared by Wilfred. 
 
[Audie’s screen shows her piece Celestial Gloves installed in the gallery. The piece is two work 
gloves that Audie has added beadwork to. The gloves are attached to each other with a strip of 
leather and are hanging.] 
 
So, this is the other piece that is in the exhibition, it's called… you know, I'm really bad with 
titles. [laughs] Celestial Gloves, and basically, I'm just kind of interested in creating that link 
between creating and using our hands. I mean, hands are like, so extremely important. And 
they're beautiful as they like, age, just older hands too. And especially as artists, I think like 
they're just so important to us. So, on the palm of the hands [Audie’s cursor circles around the 
beaded palm of her Celestial Gloves piece], there's like the Seven Sisters, constellation Pleiades, 
and it's subtle. You can't totally see it in this image. And then there's like, you know, another 
subtle web and so, yeah, each work stands on their own, but they're all very much connected, 
as well.  
 
[Audie’s screen shows a close-up image of the beading on the palm of her piece Celestial Gloves 
installed in the gallery.] 
 
Here's the detail shot. Yeah, I thought I had another image in here,  
 
[Audie stops sharing her screen.] 
 
but it's not showing up. Okay, that's all. That's all for me for now. 
 
Discussion:  
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Wonderful. Thank you, Audie, and Teresa, and Whess, I'm so grateful to 
you as artists for participating in the show. So, thank you. I thought maybe now we could kind 
of get into a discussion between the three of you. Maybe do we want - are there any questions 
right now? Or should we just get into the convo? The three of- the four of us, the three of you, 
but I'll be there too. 
 



 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: I have a question for Audie and Whess, and I can answer it also 
myself. Yeah, something that I noticed was, oh, gosh I’m spotlit. [laughs] Something that I've 
noticed throughout our work and our discussions and how we talk about our work is, I always 
like, I don't know why I'm obsessed with this theme, but connection to place, or a sense of 
place. We talk about, you know, being in urban settings, but having this connection to our 
communities, to our heritage. Yeah, and I was wondering if we could discuss that theme, if 
there's any thoughts around it, how does that relate to individual works, or your work as a 
whole, living and working and playing in an urban setting? But relating, like, how does that 
affect identity? And how does that come through the work? I don't know if anybody wants to 
answer that. 
 
 
Whess Harman: I can jump in if Audie wants to go after. Okay. Yeah, thank you for asking that. I 
think with the Potlatch Punk series, that sort of like where all of that question started was from 
this initial kind of desire to be seen, especially on territories that aren't my own, like with the 
Potlatch Punk jacket, like wanting to make that so I wasn't confused as someone who is Cree. 
[laughs] 
 
Just - I lived in Edmonton for a couple years and every once in a while, when I'm at work, 
someone would come up and say hello to me in Cree so I learned, like, how to recognize that as 
“Hello”, but I was always like, kind of bashful, like, sorry, I'm not Cree, I'm from the Coast and, 
but not even the Coast, so, moving to Vancouver, and being a little more involved with like, 
going to shows and local shows, and just seeing everyone's amazing jackets was really, I mean, 
the East Van denim vest and/or jean jacket is such a staple for a lot of people, and especially 
within queer culture here, and just wanting to make something that like identified me 
specifically as Indigenous, so that it wasn't a question, in part, because I also hate being asked 
that question by people who are not Indigenous. Where are you from? It's like, well, long, long 
question. But yeah, that's kind of the impetus for me. And like, now, I think it's a little bit more- 
I think I'm having trouble thinking about what I'm making now, to be honest, especially at this 
stage of my career, like, I'm pretty busy, like all the time, and trying to maintain my sense of 
identity, rather than just feeling specifically like I'm producing things for the sake of producing 
things. I don't know how each of you feel like that, I think we're all kind of approaching similar 
spots in our career where there's kind of a high demand that always needs to be met and trying 
to maintain like, an integrity around one's identities. A question. [laughs] That's my thought.  
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah definitely. I agree with a lot of what you're saying Whess, and thank you for 
the question Teresa. I also think I was like, kind of want to talk about this idea of like production 
and feeling the need to like produce as an artist and how difficult that can be like with these 
specific materials. I mean, they're so small, or beads are so small, [laughs] and it takes so long 
to create something that - that's something I'm kind of thinking about now is like, how do I, like 
from an artist’s perspective, how do I fill a gallery space? Like, if I want to be showing in a 
gallery, how can I, you know, create enough work to fill a space? In a way that's like not- yeah, 



that's still like, in line with how I want to be working as an artist. So, thinking specifically of, not 
necessarily like, putting the labor onto someone else to create artworks, which is like, I don't 
think that's a bad thing. I don't think it's like a bad thing for us to be working with other people 
when creating your work. But I also think it's important to kind of like, still contextualize that in 
a way, where you're like working with someone, as opposed to kind of just like, employing 
someone, you know what I mean? But that's just kind of where I'm at, and thinking of those 
things, and those can change. But I also think, like, our perspectives, yeah the perspectives that 
we're working with, in our art practices. And I mean, I don't mean to like, speak for the two of 
you. Yeah, I think like, it's, that's like a very much part of the process is like being able to 
actually create something tangibly with our hands? 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Yeah, I want to jump off of that. Like I mentioned, I finally use 
backstrap sinew in some of my work. And it's not usable thread in the fact that it can- it can't go 
through beads, it's too big, because I'm still learning. And I was thinking about that too. Beads, I 
can take anywhere, and I can find them anywhere, and I can produce the work anywhere. But 
things like access to natural materials, backstraps sinew, like porcupine quills, hair, all of these 
different materials that we sometimes add to the work, you know, those things aren't 
necessarily accessible in urban spaces, or urban areas. And it's like for myself, I have to travel 
home, to Beaver Creek to collect those things. Bring it with me. Like there's a whole added 
experience to the labor of these works. And I totally agree Audie of like being able to fill a 
space. And the exhibition has so many artists, and that's why it's so full. If I was to, you know, 
do an exhibition myself, but yeah, it's the same thing. Just like Whess said, you know, Whess, as 
you were saying, that you had a piece in there, that was already 100 hours of work, you know, 
like just the amount of time it takes to produce this work, and think of the size of it, as well. It's 
more of the detail, the detail is really important I think, when you're looking at beadwork, 
because of how much labor it demands from us. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, just jumping off from like sourcing natural materials. I think, for me, 
doing it myself, rather than contracting out and having help, a lot of that is kind of like tied up 
in you know, fears of imposter syndrome and authenticity. I don't want to be an artist that is 
like purely conceptual, and then hands out all the labour to everyone else. There's something 
about having your own hand in the work that I really like. And I don't want to judge people who 
do, you know, have these bigger conceptual projects because sometimes that's, you know, we 
all wear so many hats, but there's only so many that we can wear. I recently for the first time, 
like yesterday, contracted out for someone to make a vector file for me because I'm like, I just 
don't, I try, I did one and I really don't know what I'm doing. I have a feeling that file is 
something a little bit monstrous. But yeah, when you start talking about natural materials, it 
turns into this question of like how deep down the rabbit hole do you want to go? Do you want 
to tan your own hides? Do you want to make- do your own sinew? Do you want to prepare your 
own quills? Like all of these things. And it's just like, there's no way that one person could do 
that, like you're starting to talk about really having a fashion house-style setup where you need 
different people doing all these different tasks. Yeah. 



 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, I think that's kind of- I totally agree. And I think there's just like so much 
pressure on artists these days to kind of like, do so much. But I think that's also where maybe 
this idea of like community comes in. Really creating meaningful connections and relationships 
with people, because I'm, like, one of my favorite things to do is like, share materials with my 
friends in the mail. And, you know, I think that's really helpful in a lot of ways I like it doesn't 
necessarily need to be like a conversation around materials either. It can also just be like, a 
nerdy conversation around like your beading technique. Yeah, which I think is like, really 
enjoyable. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, I think- I don't really know how to ask this question. But in the last couple 
of years, just with the way that beading, like the last five years, I feel like beading as a whole, 
and as a market has really expanded in such a dramatic way. And there's, it's just so hard to 
communicate to anyone who's not a beader, like how much labor really goes into 
conceptualizing a work. And then there's also these questions about selling work. Like for me, 
none of the jackets are for sale, and they never have been, and they don't feel good to sell. But 
you still get people approaching and kind of looking at them as per-piece works. And I just 
wonder, yeah, if you each have that experience at all, and maybe some feelings about it. 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Yeah, where to start with that one, that’s a good one. For most of 
the work in the exhibition, the jacket with the feathers is like mine, I made it for myself, I wear 
it. If it's not in a gallery, I wear it. [laughs] The raven is definitely a little- it's just, I can't get rid of 
him. Like he's just- he's mine! And sometimes you have to keep art too, and I think artists forget 
that, sometimes is that you know, you have a right to keep your art. You don't have to sell it, 
you don't have to give it away. But the feather cases will all be gifted. That was always the 
intention is, I'm creating this work because the feathers were gifted to me, and its practice in 
Upper Tanana culture to gift feathers. So, the feather cases for me is about gifting. And same 
with the shawl, the shawl is made specifically for my mother, I don't own it. So, it's kind of 
interesting that since the beginning of my art practice, gifting has always been a major part of 
it. And just to go back to Audie's comment about, you know, the sharing of resources and 
materials and things like that, in a building of community, that's how I got my first quills- is by 
trade. You know, traded gloves for, you know, coffee containers full of quills and things like 
that. It was a way of getting started. And I just wanted to go back to Whess’s question because 
there's so much to unpack there. I was recently teaching at a school here in Victoria, and 
they're setting up their first Artists in Residence program. And something that was really 
interesting was like, I taught over 90 students a beading workshop. A beading workshop that I 
created, and the time it takes to teach, you know, something that the students walk away with 
is a greater appreciation for how long it takes, like some of them came in all like, “Oh, yeah, I'm 
going to get this done in two hours.” No, [laughs] you're not going to get it done in two hours, 
you need like four to six hours to learn how to bead just this very small key chain. But the other 
thing that was strange was I was also approached of whether or not the school can now teach, 



like if the teachers that learned from me, can teach the workshop - but that's my intellectual 
property, because I created that workshop, and that's my understanding. And that's something 
that I thought was very strange. And then I think about artists that are trying to get into 
beadwork, and who are they able to reach out to learn, I was lucky enough to learn from my 
grandma. So, I kind of got straight to the source of where that method came from, but not 
everybody has that option, so it's kind of interesting to talk about, like, who owns what, how is 
it sourced? And how does community relate to ownership of design technique. Like all of those 
kinds of things as well. 
 
 
Audie Murray: Go ahead Whess. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Oh, I was just going to say maybe we should talk a little bit about where each 
of us learned beading. [laughs] I’ll go first- it's so awkward on the internet! [laughs] Yeah, I do- I 
don't do any traditional designs, or at least not anything, like I don't have patterns that have 
been passed down to me. Pretty much everything that I do is either text based or contemporary 
designs. And I can show you what I'm working on right now a little bit.  
 
[Whess holds up tracing paper with an outline of a flower from Sailor Moon] 
 
So, it's this flower design, which is turning into this guy.  
 
[Whess holds up a piece of white felt with the same flower design. The anthers are beaded with 
gold and yellow beads.] 
 
And it's very pretty, and it looks a little bit like a bromeliad, but it's actually based off of a fake 
flower in Sailor Moon. [laughs] So usually I feel safer like approaching things that are more tied 
to pop culture in general, just because that way I know I'm not really overstepping anyone's 
beading practices. And as for like, where I learned- my first beading lesson was with my auntie 
and we were making lighter cases to sell at a Christmas market type thing. It's actually my 
cousin's mom, my cousin who's in this room right now with us [laughs], which is really cute. But 
I didn't really touch beading for a long time. And when I learned to do this flat back beading 
that was actually from my Auntie's wife, who was very sick for a very long time. And she was an 
older white woman from the States who had learned from an Indigenous artist back in like the 
70s. And before she passed on, she wanted to pass that knowledge on again, just as a way of 
returning something back. And yeah, and from there, also YouTube [laughs] is another big place 
that I learned from. All the Auntie's of YouTube. 
 
 
Audie Murray: I can share where I learnt. Yeah, so I kind of like, my mom does beadwork, and a 
lot of my family does beadwork, and, but I didn't necessarily grow up surrounded by people 
doing bead work, or like, I'd never really knew that's something that I wanted to do, like in a 
traditional way, like traditional beading, in a way that kind of like creates regalia, or is in 



relationship directly to like, our cultural background. Anyway, I did two years of my education 
degree before I went to art school. And I was like, specifically, in my education degree to work 
in schools with high populations of Indigenous students. So, I was taking a lot of Indigenous 
Studies and one of my- one thing I had to make was like a pair of moccasins, but I had no idea 
how to do that, and I didn't totally know how to bead, so me and like a couple of people that 
were in the class, were really lucky, and one of the older students, her name's Brandy Bird, just 
like taught us a couple of basic stitches, in the library at our school, and I was actually looking at 
the picture of like, my first moccasins, and they're definitely a different style. I'm not going to 
say that they're bad, because they're not- I don't think any beadwork’s necessarily bad. But you 
can tell that I was working through some things on them. [laughs] 
 
But yeah, and then from there, I just kind of like would make little patches for fun. And then 
when I was in art school and started to take my practice more seriously, I knew that I wanted to 
kind of make artwork about my specific experiences in the world. And part of that was like, 
yeah, working through cultural aspects. I mean, I definitely didn't think about it in that way 
when I was making the work, but I mentioned that because I think beadwork was just kind of 
like an intuitive thing to start including in my practice. Because it already kind of acted as this 
metaphor for- yeah, for some concepts that I wanted to work with. And originally, like, in my 
practice, with art practice, with beadwork, I wasn't necessarily interested in creating images. 
But I was more so interested in like, what beads represent to Indigenous cultures, in 
contemporary times, and I still am definitely interested in that. But it's progressed into like, 
more image-based things.  
 
But yeah, I'm just going mention one more thing, because I feel like I'm taking up a lot of space 
right now. But yeah, that's something I'm like, kind of continuously thinking about is my 
relationship to beadwork, and specifically, my relationship to beadwork in terms of my art 
practice, and I think those are like, important questions to ask. Like, how do we come into this 
relationship with this material? And is it to like- yeah, I don't know, is it to post on our 
Instagrams? Or is it to create as gifts? Or is it to creates as art? Or is it like just a total personal 
practice? That's just kind of like, between you and the work, and yeah, there's no answers to 
those questions but they’re- I think they're important to reflect on. 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Yeah, that's really good thoughts. I find that- so like I said, I'm not 
going to repeat it a million times, but taught by my grandma when I was really young, but I 
didn't pick it up until, I didn't start to actually get into beadwork until university. I went into 
university right after my high school diploma or whatever. And the stress of university and 
moving from the Yukon [laughs] from these small communities to Victoria, which I thought was 
a big city! You know, it felt really big to me. I was very intimidated by it, I was also very 
intimidated at the lack of diversity here. Diversity, a little bit more on campus, other than, than 
others, places in Victoria. But yeah, it was there when I started to bead because I was so 
stressed with schoolwork, and it's very meditative. I think a lot of people find that with any type 
of art that relates to sewing. And it was just a really nice way to start to reconnect to 
community because I was going to university I started to talk differently. When I went home 



and spoke to my grandma, she was like, “What are you saying, what are you saying? [laughs] 
What are you trying to say?” Because I was using so much jargon, I was using such heavy, big 
academic words to her. And she was getting frustrated with me. And I was frustrated that she 
didn't understand the concepts that I was saying. And I also felt from university, I felt like I was 
all gung-ho, you know, like, “I'm going to take down the man!”, you know, kind of thing. And my 
grandma's like, “Well, we're already doing that, you know, we're already doing that work. 
You're just not paying attention.” So, she kind of snapped me back into reality of how far my 
First Nation has come, what they've done, we’re the smallest First Nation in the Yukon. We're 
non-signed, unceded, no treaties, no modern-day land claims. And, yeah, I started to 
understand, you know, my First Nation and its political position, and that also influences my 
political position as, especially a white-passing Native person. You know, I'm always kind of, you 
know, assumed as a white person in the world and that conflicts with identity that I have, and 
that's something that I struggle with, but I use beadwork in that way to connect to my 
Indigenous heritage to constantly be a reminder that I come from these people, and they are, 
you know, they come from me as well. That's kind of something that I find interesting, and I 
think that relates to Audie's comment of beadwork and the relation that we have to these 
beads. Yes, they're colonial in a sense. But they're also representations of the ancestors that 
came before us. There's something about this connection of using a material that they once use 
as well, to decorate ourselves, you know, things like wearable art, is, I think, a common theme 
and all of our pieces, for sure. They’re artworks that can be in a gallery, but we can also wear 
them if we so choose. And I think that that's also part of visible identity. Anyway, I'll stop there, 
I’m rambling. [laughs] 
 
 
Audie Murray: No, that's all really amazing. Thanks for sharing that, Teresa. And, you know, I 
just realized that I didn't share what I was making, and Whess shared and I also am curious if 
you are working on anything? [laughs] Uh, yeah, speaking about, like, how long it takes is, I 
thought that I was just going to, like start a project and be beading by tonight for this talk. But 
then I started like, drawing it all out, and then I like, drew it wrong! [laughs] 
 
[Audie holds up a black and white drawing of a pair of long socks with floral pattens on the 
soles.] 
 
But this is like a sketch of like some socks I'm going to be making. And then this is like, literally 
where I'm at. 
 
[Audie holds up tracing paper cut out into the shape of the base of a sock. There is a floral line 
drawing on the paper.] 
 
Like, I have a little cut out with the drawing, and then I have a blank one [laughs]  
 
[Audie holds up a piece of black fabric cut to the same shape as the tracing paper.] 
 
that I'll sew this onto. So not actually beading, but I'm prepping! 



 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: I also am not beading tonight. I'm too tired, my hands are too 
sore. One of the pieces, that sub alpine fir feather case that I have 20 plus hours in that, and I 
was finishing it the day before it was due in the gallery! I spent 13 hours in one day beading, so 
my hands are, they’re kind of toast so I am colouring.  
 
[Teresa holds up a drawing of a dragonfly that is partially coloured.] 
 
I'm doing colouring instead because it takes different muscles in your hands and the other 
muscles need time to heal. And this drawing was actually done by Michelle Stoney who's 
Gitxsan. So I'm just doing a little coloring page for myself tonight. You know, it's still creative, 
it’s just not beadwork! 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, beading just takes a lot. I like this new project - the works I was showing 
at the end of my slideshow. I think that most of my work a little bit comes from frustration. 
Anyone who knows, and knows me kind of well, I can be grumpy. [laughs] But one thing we 
were talking about when we're getting ready for this talk was these ideas. Just like different 
practices around beading and I know I've been told this several times before, and I think each of 
you had as well, but different folks saying that you shouldn't approach a beading project when 
you're in a bad mood or feeling a lot of negative energy. But for me, like I find it helps me work 
through those things. Like I feel in conversation with the work that I'm doing. And it kind of like 
gives my brain, which sometimes feels like it's on fire, more space to actually like think about it 
and feel human and do those things. But yeah, I don't know if I call it a meditative practice. I 
kind of feel like it's a little bit, yeah, there's some kind of like, teacher energy within beads that I 
really appreciate and kind of like, makes me be more humble. 
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, I agree. I also bead when I'm not in like a great mood and I was actually 
never told that directly when I was being taught how to bead. That's something I just feel like 
I've heard a lot though and then I kind of just feel like I need to use that in my practice. But 
yeah, I think it's important to honor those teachings but also like make space for more of our 
realities, or also just kind of like, think of the intention of the work that you're making. Like, if 
you want it to be a really healing piece, then maybe that makes more sense. But yeah, I'm not 
going to try to, like, gatekeep beadwork. I haven't like, I haven't put that much time into 
beading, if you really think about it, like in comparison to, mastery [Audie uses air quotes when 
she says “mastery”], or whatever. But definitely I think one of the reasons why I really 
appreciate beadwork is because it's felt like a really good friend to me, at certain points in my 
life. Yeah, where like, maybe I was going through something that was hard to go through. And I 
just kind of felt like beadwork was there for me, you know what I mean? And like, I think we 
kind of talked about this a little bit before, too, but I definitely don't think I'm alone in that. That 
feeling of finding comfort through beads. 
 



 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Yeah, I want to jump off of that, too. Yeah, same with Whess, I 
was told that, you know, you have to do bead work when you're happy or when you're feeling 
good. Because your energy transfers to those beads. And if you gift the work, that energy 
transfers to the person that's been gifted. So, it's kind of interesting. I mean, all of the work that 
I make for gifting actually tends to come from a place where I'm like, I'm happy thinking about 
this person when I'm making the work and things like that. But I would totally agree with Audie 
in the fact that, yeah, no, I use beadwork in many different ways to for, like I said, to deal with 
stress. But in 2020, I lost two grandparents, I lost my grandpa Sid’s partner, Jill, and I lost my 
paternal grandmother, Helen, and I lost my cat! My cat Sweetie, passed after 18 and a half 
years. So, I had a little bit of a rough year last year, and I didn't bead for like three months. And 
it was weird. I just couldn't pick up the needle and thread like it was just something I just had 
no creative energy. I had no want or desire to be creative. I just wanted to, like, bury a hole and 
hide in it. But then I started and I kind of forced myself to do it, like just to sit there and play 
with the beads, like just kind of put my fingers and my bead soup and, you know, feel it and 
things like that. And then it started to come back that I was like, no, I'm actually going to put all 
of my grief into my creative energy. And that's why I've been able to- I've never made so many 
pieces, since like the fall of 2020 and to the spring of now, I've never made this much work 
before. And it just feels like it's you know, I think about family a lot, I'm thinking about the 
people that have passed, and it's been helping with that. So yeah, I think, I don't think you have 
to bead when you're happy, I think you can bead when you're stressed, I think you can bead 
when you're angry, because it's also a really good way to just let that energy go. It's coming 
from you and putting into something else. And if that object represents that, then that's what 
it's going to look like too, you know, if you're angry when you're beading, you're going to feel 
that people are going to see that too, and same with grief. But yeah, I’ll just kind end there.  
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Well, thank you, everybody. Audie, Whess, Teresa for sharing. I think 
there is something physical that happens to us when we bead and we did kind of talk about 
that before. So, there's the you know, when you're beading, you're thinking about things in 
your life. And, you know, there's something that happens when you gift people the work that 
you're working on, you know, there's this chemical reaction, oxytocin, serotonin, you know, just 
that joy of giving and gifting. But I thought maybe now would be a nice time for us to answer 
some audience questions. If anybody had any questions they'd like to ask Audie or Teresa or 
Whess, now is the time! And Gillian Booth is going to be reading out some of your questions, or 
if you'd like to speak to the artists yourselves, you can raise your hand.  
 
Any? Oh. 
 
 
Gillian Booth: I have a question to start with actually! I was wondering, Audie, if you might talk 
a little bit more about how beadwork is related to the circular understanding of the world, and 
connecting with ancestors? 
 



 
Audie Murray: Yeah, absolutely, thank you for that question. I think it’s im-, hmm, to answer 
that question I think it’s first important to understand, you know the world in a way that’s non-
linear and more circular, so you know, like, things are definitely connected and inform one 
another. But I’ve been thinking about this a lot more in my practice with the works that I’ve 
been creating because I’ve been thinking about my work as more collaborative, not so much 
like collaborating like two people together in a space creating a work together, but more so like 
collaborations that happen over like a longer period of time, and then also collaborating 
through materials. So, something I’m kind of experimenting right now with in my practice is like 
showing care and love through working with specific materials. So, I have one piece where it’s 
like a rock, it’s a hammerstone rock which is utilitarian, and it’s like wrapped with daisy chains, 
and essentially the daisy chain is kind of like a self-portraiture and through material, and so 
then I’m able to like hug, the rock and like what the rock kind of like represents in terms of 
ancestors and understanding and storytelling traditions. I guess like, when I say beadwork is 
related to like circular ways of understanding, I’m just kind of like trying to reiterate the idea 
that like creating works is layered, and there’s so much more that goes into art than just like 
the aesthetics or the visuals. It also includes like storytelling, connecting, failure. [laughs] Lots of 
stuff. 
 
 
Gillian Booth: Great, thank you. 
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, and like I noticed definitely that way of working with the practices of like 
Whess, and Teresa too so I don't know if either of you want to add anything. 
 
 
Whess Harman: I can add a little, I think just as someone who works from coming from like a lot 
of pop culture, contemporary references, like I think there's something really fun and easy for 
people to connect to around that, and that's why there's kind of the excitement around the 
jackets in general. And it is fun. But also, I think, especially after having gone through a post-
secondary institution for art, where you're looking at a lot of media studies, it's like you can find 
really unexpected and meaningful nuggets in a lot of places. And I think that's something for 
me, like I said, I'm doing this thing based on Sailor Moon. But it's like the Sailor Moon R movie, 
which I grew up, and it's like one of the first pieces of media that really read as queer to me and 
like spoke to something that I didn't fully understand at the time. And now, I'm having this 
opportunity as an adult to like, revisit that space and kind of re-examine it and see how I feel 
about it. And apparently, I feel enough about it to do a whole jacket about it! [laughs] So 
there's something about kind of connecting back to your previous selves as well that I really 
liked about it. 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Okay, well, I have a question. What has the practice of beading taught 
you? 



 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: Patience. 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Definitely. 
 
 
Whess Harman: It’s definitely a medium that forces you to be humble. Especially if you get to a 
point where you're dissatisfied with something and you're picking it apart. And you're like, what 
have I done? [laughs] What have I done to deserve this? [laughs] I think also, there's something 
to be said for, like this exhibition, in normal times, when we'd all be there together, we'd, you 
know, be in the same room chatting and hanging out and connecting with people that way. I 
love, I miss beading groups. The last time I feel like I had a really solid one was when I lived at 
Skwachàys and just living in a building with a bunch of other Indigenous people and inviting 
people in, and you don't even need to be beading, not everyone has to bead. It's also nice when 
people just come with snacks [laughs] to hang out. 
 
 
Audie Murray: I think that's where we first met Whess, was at a beading group, wasn't it? I 
think at like, Amanda’s studio. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, yeah, at the one on Hastings. That was a big group.  
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, yeah. [laughs] 
 
 
Whess Harman: I think I was really shy. I was just like, “Who are all these beautiful people?” 
[laughs] 
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, me too. [laughs] But that's why beading’s nice because then you can just 
like, I'm going to speak for myself, you can just sit there and like, stare at one little thing. 
[laughs] 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Cathi Charles Wherry has a question. “How has the pandemic influenced 
your art practices? Have you experienced any positive effects? If so, what are they?” 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: I’ll start with that one. Yeah, impacted for sure. I lost most of my 
curating gigs last summer, as did many people in the arts but positive things I would say, it 



pushed me to go back to school. Seven years later, I decided to do my Master’s. And I'm really 
happy with where I am, really happy being with a group of people to discuss these things all the 
time, to discuss theory, to help me kind of flesh out my art practice even more so. I was taught 
by my grandma how to bead, but completely self-taught after that. So, I didn't have anybody to 
hold my hand, and I didn't go to art school for anything, so this is my first time to be exposed to 
art school, and I'm having a great time. So that was the biggest positive influence. And yeah, 
something that I've experienced recently. 
 
 
Whess Harman: I will be honest, I'm really struggling right now [laughs], with the, not just the 
pandemic, but kind of, I think, the things the pandemic forced of like, deadlines being pushed 
back, everything feels like it's kind of in this indeterminant space, and I haven't honestly been 
beading very much. And, yeah, the new work I'm doing these kind of photocopy things, trying 
to deal with- trying to turn things into a positive way again. I do a lot of zines, and I really, really 
miss book fairs and zine fares, and I just think a lot about like the inaccessibility of a lot of 
beadwork for a lot of people. Because you don't want to rip people off by not paying them what 
their work is worth. But at the same time, even though I'm doing quite well financially, for the 
first time in a very long time, I still take pause when I'm considering buying something that's 
priced at $300. And I'm like, there's no way I would ever want to pay less than that. But just 
trying to think of- factoring a little bit more of my printmaking roots and thinking of ways 
around that. So, I am really excited for these new works I'm making even though they're not 
“beading” beading, but this act of like scanning in is interesting for me, especially kind of, the 
details that start to get lost. I have an upcoming exhibition at the FINA Gallery in the Okanagan 
where I'm working with these works, and reproducing things and thinking about that effect of 
lossy that happens to the pieces, the pieces of information that get lost in digital files after 
you've opened them so many times or reproduce them so many times. So, the positive thing, I 
guess is like, from being forced to be in these spaces so much, I'm starting to have new ideas 
about how to approach work. So that's exciting for me. 
 
 
Audie Murray: I just want to jump in, because what you're saying Whess reminded me of 
something that I've been thinking about and just kind of like, I think we talked about beadwork 
as like, it sometimes it seems like such a strict category, but the process of beadwork can be 
presented in the process of many other work so like when you're talking about, like scanning 
there is that kind of repetitiveness, or I also have been thinking of beadwork in terms of 
painting. Like there's just so much teacherly aspects to you know, like the way you maybe feel 
your beadwork, of course the color choices. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, 
 
 
Audie Murray: Yeah, I think that's like an interesting conversation, like, ways in which beadwork 
overlaps with other ways of working, or is in connection with like, other ways of creating? 



Because I think a lot of what I've learned through like the process of beadwork is totally 
instrumental and helpful through like, every other process too. 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: I have another question from the audience, from Connie Morey. She says, 
“Thank you so much for sharing your experience and practice. I'm curious to know about the 
specific ways community plays into your practices?” 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: I can jump in here again. Yeah, something that I have been really 
fortunate to have is this connection to my community. The moose antlers that you saw were 
gifted to me by my mom's partner. So, you know, I'm able to gather materials from my family 
members. And since I've started using these natural materials, they just kind of collect them for 
me now, like the porcupine quills I just got recently, my uncle Pat wanted a porcupine, and he 
was going- like to eat, he was going to burn off all the quills. And I was like, “No! [laughs] I want 
the quills!” and he's like, “Okay”, and so I've just- like that's a huge part of my practice. These 
days, this last year, has been gathering these materials from family members, and what's makes 
me happy is their excitement. Like, they're excited to hold on to furs. There is a half-eaten hide 
at home waiting for me to try to tanning it because a wolf attacked it this winter and was trying 
to eat it. [laughs] Like all of these different kind of things, they're fun stories to have with the 
materials that I'm using, and it's all connected to my community. And they are the people that 
are supporting me. They are the people that are providing me with my materials. They're 
constantly there to offer advice. Like the shawl that I made for my mom, my mom wanted, you 
know, I walked through it with her, the designs, you know, “Do you like it here?”, “Yeah, no, no, 
move it up”, or whatever, you know, all of these different things. It's my mom, it's my grandma, 
it's my relatives, giving me the input. They're my mentors. And they don't have to be mentors in 
beadwork. Because I definitely think I surpassed the teacher. Sorry, Grandma, but I think I did. 
You know, so it's this kind of these things of, they're still giving their input to every piece that I 
create. My partner, Christopher, I always get his opinion on pieces as well. So yeah, that's kind 
of how community interacts with my work. 
 
 
Whess Harman: Yeah, I've had to- yeah, it's hard for me to go back home. Just thinking about 
like infrastructure, like, if I go there, there’s not really jobs, like on a practical sense for me as an 
artist, like I think eventually, there is kind of a point where I can pull a whole Tania Willard and 
have my own gallery [laughs] and just work remotely. But in general, it's hard for me to go 
home. So, it's hard for me to say like how my beading comes into community. I think what I get 
excited about is like, I'm really, I'm really chuffed that my cousin came to this talk. Like, it's, like, 
thank you so much! I like being able to create things that like, would make people back home 
smile, even if I don't think they always, especially with the older generation, don't always 
understand like my transness and like my queerness. The things that kind of make it feel 
dangerous to be up there-not because of my family, but just like the general, I mean, anyone 
who's ever been to Smithers or any kind of rural community knows, white folks can be awful, 
other Indigenous people, sometimes, can be awful even. There's a lot of things I really struggle 



with back home regarding like anti-Blackness or especially lately, like anti-Asian rhetoric, and 
just so many complicated problems that one person can't solve on their own. But when I see 
the kids happy, like that's, that's what makes me happy.  
 
 
Audie Murray: So yeah, I think this is a really good question. Thank you, Cathi, for asking it. 
Yeah, I think it's also important to kind of like realize and highlight that everyone's relationship 
with their community is like, so different, and I think mine's definitely like, become stronger as I 
am older and maybe I have- or I can take on more like responsibilities as I age. Also just working 
in the way that I'm working with these materials, and like definitely being inspired by, like 
ancestral designs and things like that it's important to be mindful of my role in my community. 
And for me, it's like more abstracted, like I’m Métis, so there's like, these Métis nations that are 
actually divided, very colonially, provincially, and bordered. And so for me, a community is like, 
talking about a couple of my aunties, and uncles or like people that are in my family, and then 
also there's this wider understanding of like, Métis community, but that being said, I don't 
always resonate with what my larger community is saying. [laughs] Especially like the Métis 
Nation, like I'm pretty sure Métis Nation of Manitoba, just like tweeted “Happy Birthday” to the 
Queen, which I don't agree with personally. I do think those are important conversations to be 
having. And I was talking to my friend who like practices law, and we were talking about, like, 
the difference between Aboriginal law and Indigenous law and Indigenous laws, like, what 
specific Indigenous communities practice. And that's different than Aboriginal law because 
that's like, the more colonial law mindset, but just like the importance of kind of, like 
understanding these ideas of law within our specific communities and how that's definitely in 
relation to artwork too, and thinking about how that's related to gift giving, or how that's 
related to like, how we choose what to keep for ourselves and how we choose, like, what to 
share with larger audiences. But yeah, that's like a big question. Could be a whole talk. [laughs] 
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: It could be a whole talk. But that being said, it is 8:33. And our time 
together has come to an end. I’d just really like to thank everybody for coming. Please let us 
know what you thought of this event by completing a short survey that Amy will be putting in 
the chat. The On Beaded Ground Summer Event Series continues on June 3 with our next talk, 
our Kitchen Table Talk with Gregory Scofield and Sherry Farrell Racette on the beauty of 
beading. So, we're really looking forward to that. We have other events in our summer series. 
To view the full list of events, you can go on our website, which Amy will also be putting in the 
chat. And we also invite you to subscribe to the Legacy E-news list to stay informed about our 
upcoming events and exhibitions. So, thank you so, so much, Audie, Teresa, and Whess, for 
sitting with us tonight and sharing your thoughts and your process with us. It's been such an 
honor to work with all three of you. I really, really appreciate you participating in the show. 
You're just amazing. 
 
 
Teresa Vander Meer-Chassé: We appreciate you Lorilee! You put a lot of time and effort into 
this exhibition and I just wanted to say tsin'įį choh to you. Thank you so much for having us all 



in this exhibition, it’s the first time I've been shown with these people and I'm super honored 
and yeah, thank you so much.  
 
 
Lorilee Wastasecoot: Wow, so beautiful. Okay, thanks everybody. Everybody, have a great 
night! Bye! 
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